Chapter Scheme

The present study is broadly divided into five parts and systematically presented in nineteen chapters.

Part:- I, of the study comprising three chapters; concentrates on Introduction, objective & rationale of the study. It also contains a glimpse of methodology and sources of data for the present research.

Part:-II incorporates four chapters. The chapter I deals with brief history of the constabulary; the chapter ii contains various aspects associated with police public relationship; the chapter iii & the chapter iv have been written on vital topics of human rights & police reforms respectively.

Part- III, with four chapters, concentrates on various problems like housing facilities, police welfare- health and care, education of the police constables and their children. It also touches with the problems of the women police constables.

Part- iv, having been allotted seven chapters; contains some sensitive issues like pay & perks, posting and transfer, orderly system in the police etc. It also deals with pros and cons of the prevailing prohibition policy in Gujarat. and views of some I.P.S. officers interviewed by the researcher as part of the present study.

The last part- v, deals with recapitulation and conclusion of the research.